d reamscape
NATRON

The wonders of the world,

The beauty and the power,
The shapes of things,

Their colours, lights and shades.
These I saw.

Look ye also whilst life lasts.
from an English gravestone

dreamscape
A Space Odyssey to Earth

DREAMSCAPE celebrates the beauty and drama of a million crimson-winged flamingos as their life-journey unfolds on a remote African lake.
The birds, the lake and its myriad of strange and wondrous lifeforms shift through a kaleidoscope of colours, patterns and shapes,
challenging us to see the familiar as mysterious, even mythic. Here, where algae blooms across the lake surface red as the storms of
Jupiter and the flamingos flock in scarlet ellipses like astral clouds, is a universe waiting to be discovered.

The concept, content and images presented in this document remain under copyright to Natural Light Films, London.

DREAMSCAPE will be a unique, beautiful and unconventional film, a stunning big screen experience that breaks the standard
mould of natural history filmmaking:

INTRODUCTION

• It belongs to the increasingly popular documentary-feature genre, examples of which are the box office
successes, March of the Penguins and Winged Migration.
• It explores the rhythms and patterns of nature, using nature as a metaphor for human experience, and draws
the audience in – making them feel, imagine and respond.

“We founded Natural Light Films out of

• Its location is one of the most visually spectacular and dynamic places on earth – but one that has rarely been filmed.

formulaic wildlife films. Packaged for TV, these

• Its bold cinematography by critically acclaimed cameramen lends itself to big-screen viewing.

programmes objectify nature. But anyone who's

• Its soundtrack, by leading popular artists, will be cutting edge and a stand-alone product that has the
potential for live, event-led distribution.
• In addition, its universal themes and its music will appeal to a wider audience, and reach a profitable global market.
• It has a modest budget but an extremely high production value.
• Its story and themes have been researched and honed for over two years.
• The film will promote conservation of a highly threatened area by raising awareness and through a direct
contribution of a portion of its profit to appropriate conservation organisations.

frustration with what we saw as predictable,

been stirred by an ocean sunset or the play of
light on a mountain peak knows that it's more
than just physics or chemistry. We want our films
to focus more on nature's inspirational power,
rather than explain the minutiae of everything.
We think cinema is the perfect forum for this kind
of experience.”
Leander Ward
Director, Natural Light Films.

it explores the rhythms and patterns of nature

Seen from space, Lake Natron resembles a red, burning heart in the centre of the Great Rift Valley. Closer in, it seems
an alien planet - the setting for a sci-fi thriller. Its waters burn with caustic soda and become a vibrant palette for the
various algae that bloom in different seasons. The crystal-caked shores glitter white in the sun. Steam ghosts up from
scalding hot springs. An active volcano looms in the background.
But Natron's furnace heat and tormented landscape - once described by an intrepid biologist as “evil, fetid, foul,
frightful, ghastly, horrible, horrid, leprous, stinking, vile...” - is the chosen cradle for a million crimson-winged flamingos.
For unknown reasons, this, of all lakes in Africa, is where 80% of lesser flamingos flock during the end of year rains to
breed, laying their eggs on cones built on vast mudflats.
Upon hatching, the gawky, helpless chicks are marshalled and tended individually by their parents in a giant crèche itself a trembling, shifting organism. The newborns can barely stand on their soft, blood-swollen legs, but after less
than two weeks they leave their parents to begin a march en masse across miles of mudflats toward a lake they know
only by instinct. Their journey is fraught with danger - marabous like ragged undertakers swoop down and abduct
them; salt encrusts their narrow ankles in heavy shackles of death. But finally, they reach the water, a miraculous, new
element that sparkles and beckons. They swim and play.

T H E S TO R Y

“ Look not to the horizon

When the world is at your feet.”
Seneca

Within months they shed their downy childhood feathers and take flight. Lifting high above the lake, they discover the
landscape of the Rift - the larger world and independence. Their brown feathers yield to shades of vermillion and
crimson as they flush with adulthood; their mating dance on the lake shore becomes a celebration of their beauty and
their life-force.
(continued)

the familiar becomes mysterious

crystal-caked shores glitter white in the sun
The seasons change again. Death seems everywhere, random and cruel, as hyenas stalk the shoreline and fish eagles,
lethal as arrows, swoop from above. The lake dries and shrivels to a murky stain. Almost overnight the flamingos
vanish, abandoning Natron. A lunar silence and stillness imprisons the land - until, months later, like magic to break a
powerful spell, the rains and the birds return and touch the world once more into noise, colour and movement.

THE STORY

As we follow specific individual birds through their life-cycle, the theme of birth, life, death and regeneration becomes
universal - and personal. The birds are more than objects in a remote natural world but symbols of our own struggles
to learn and prevail. For this corner of the earth is deeply familiar to us - it is our cradle. More than a million years ago
our ancestors experienced the same colours, patterns and rhythms that still exist at Natron; such is our earliest imprint
of beauty and spiritual connection.

“It was always there. We'd been filming in and

However, serious threats from tourism, mining and dams may irrevocably damage this singular place. DREAMSCAPE is
also a call to arms; we expend vast energy to explore space where we find only a lifeless replica of Earth. Here, on our
own planet, in this remote “other-world” at Natron, exists magic and mystery, alchemy and artistry - a source of
knowledge and wonder, a universe waiting to be re-discovered.

then one day a friend showed us some footage

around Serengeti for years and we kept hearing
about this amazing, wild place just on our
doorstep. Lake Natron was considered the last
frontier. But we were always too busy to go. And
he'd taken from his microlight of the lake and the
flamingos. Our reaction was electric – this was
the film we wanted to make.”
Matthew Aeberhard
Director, Natural Light Films

DREAMSCAPE explores the “art” of nature. By constantly shifting perspective between macro and micro, from in,
under, and above, the camera challenges the viewer to see the natural world in new and unexpected ways. The familiar
becomes mysterious: the exquisite colour of feathers; light refractions in a stream; the delicate reticulation of sand
under wind. The textures and patterns of earth, water and space are revealed as extraordinary.
In filming wildlife sequences, DREAMSCAPE will take an unconventional approach. Rather than focus on the behaviour
and chronology of a specific event - for instance, a courtship display - the film will explore the visual repetitions and
rhythms of this “dance”, the blending and changing of colour, of movement and music.
The harshness and remoteness of the location will redefine the boundaries of wildlife filmmaking - a great story in itself
as no other film has been made at Natron. DREAMSCAPE will require the ingenuity of hovercrafts, hides, microlights,
and macro lenses - as well as the tenacity of its crew - to capture the widest range of perspectives, behaviour and
subject matter.

C I N E M AT O G R A P H Y

Shot on 35mm and by a critically-acclaimed crew, DREAMSCAPE will showcase the highest level of wildlife and nature
cinematography.

blending and shifting of colour, of movement

“ And we should consider
every day lost on which we have
not danced at least once.”
Friedrich Nietzsche

DREAMSCAPE’S unique soundtrack will be a key force in the film – not only increasing its marketability, but providing
crucial dramatic direction. As there is no narration or dialogue in the film, music and lyrics are essential emotional and
thematic guides, highlighting and connecting the various moods, movements and scenes.

MUSIC

Already the music industry has responded with great enthusiasm to DREAMSCAPE, and a growing number of well-known
musicians are seeking to attach themselves to the project. A single composer or collection of musicians will work
directly with the film crew, incorporating natural sounds from the lake into a seminal, multi-faceted score.

“We're searching for a soundtrack composer who

DREAMSCAPE'S music will have the potential to become a stand-alone product that also significantly boosts the film's
profile - particularly in the youth market. Music events such as Glastonbury in the UK and the Sonar Festival in
Barcelona could give the film further exposure and longevity.

type of partnership. One where we are as much

can contribute to the creative development of
DREAMSCAPE at an early stage, forging a new
led by their music as they are by our images.
We want to film with music in mind, listening to
demos through headphones as we film.”
Leander Ward

music provides emotional guidance

Matthew Aeberhard – Producer / Co-director / Cameraman
To Natural Light Films, Matt brings his unparalleled experience of 35mm wildlife filming and a lifelong passion for nature.
He began his career as an assistant editor at Partridge Films, then the largest independent producer of wildlife films.
There he met Hugo van Lawick. Hugo invited Matt to work in the Serengeti, giving him the best of all possible training and
the skills to operate alone in a vast wilderness.
Matt shot most of the action material in Hugo's last two films, The Leopard Son and Serengeti Symphony. Matt then went
on to produce and film Year of the Jackal for National Geographic. In Wild Passions, National Geographic chose him as a
rising star for this programme that focused on the world's best wildlife filmmakers. Well established and respected in the
business, Matt is currently working for the internationally acclaimed filmmaker, Alan Root, providing 35mm wildlife film for
a Hollywood feature in Serengeti.
Leander Ward – Producer / Co-director / Cameraman

Leander studied film production at the University of Southern California. After graduating, he assisted the celebrated
director Donald Cammell on his final film Wildside, starring Christopher Walken. After accepting an invitation to work in
Africa, he shifted his ambition towards nature documentaries. He worked as a cameraman on Cape Buffalo – The African
Boss, a programme screened as part of the BBC's prestigious Natural World series. Whilst on location for this production
he met his business partner Matthew Aeberhard and Hugo Van Lawick.
Leander has most recently been filming in Tanzania for National Geographic Television on Mountains of Eden, a production
about mountain elephants. In addition to his skills behind the camera, Leander is an experienced film editor and has an
extensive contact base in the media industry and Hollywood.

THE PRODUCTION TEAM

“ The inspirational wildlife filmmaker Hugo Van

Paul Webster - Executive Producer

Lawick passed away in June 2002. His films

Paul has produced or executive produced over 29 films and has been associated with films that have won over 100 awards
including three winners of the BAFTA for Best British Film and six Oscar nominated pictures.

complex emotional lives, a belief now grudgingly

As Head of Production for Miramax Films, Paul supervised the 1996 Best Picture Oscar winner The English Patient and
Oscar winners Good Will Hunting and Shakespeare In Love. In 1998 he joined Channel 4 television to create FilmFour Ltd,
which was involved in the production of over 50 films and numerous shorts in its five years of existence. Highlights
included The Motorcycle Diaries, East is East, Sexy Beast and Touching the Void. Paul’s independent productions include
the critically acclaimed Little Odessa.

year career he won eight Emmy awards and, in

In 2004 he produced Pride & Prejudice for Working Title Films starring Keira Knightley and Matthew MacFadyen and most
recently has joined Stephen Garrett and Jane Featherstone to form Kudos Pictures.

achievements was in the lives of many young

Stephen Garrett - Executive Producer

Stephen Garrett's passion for shepherding new and exciting talent started at Channel 4, where he was commissioning
editor for youth programmes from 1987 to 1992. Stephen gave “first breaks” to a wide range of writers and directors,
including such now-established talents as "The Full Monty" director Peter Cattaneo and its writer Simon Beaufoy, and was
responsible for over 100 hours of broadcasting a year.
Stephen left Channel 4 to co-found Kudos Film & Television, which has distinguished itself with a host of innovative, unusual
and provocative programming, including acclaimed shows Spooks (the first series of which Stephen executive produced)
and Hustle. Recently Stephen has invited former Film Four head Paul Webster to join himself and Jane Featherstone as a
partner in an exciting new stand-alone film-making entity: Kudos Pictures.

viewed animals as individual characters with
accepted by the scientific world. Over his 40
1992, was awarded the world’s top conservation
prize , the Order of the Golden Arc.
One of his most lasting and important
filmmakers for whom he acted as mentor and
father figure. Hugo trained many people in his
lifetime and all of us who had this privilege wish
to carry on his work in our own way. “
Matthew Aeberhard

DREAMSCAPE and Conservation of the Lake Natron Area:
Lake Natron is East Africa's only reliable and regular breeding ground for three million Greater and Lesser flamingo –
80% of the total African population. For this reason, the lake and its surrounding wetlands have been designated a
United Nations RAMSAR site. RAMSAR is a non-binding international treaty recognising the global importance of vital
wetlands. However, under current Tanzanian law, the Lake Natron area has limited protection. Tourism, mining and a
proposed dam all seriously threaten the integrity of this fragile ecosystem and the welfare of the local Maasai
communities.
Natural Light Films hopes that by bringing the exceptional beauty of Lake Natron to the public eye in DREAMSCAPE,
conservation organisations and the Tanzanian government may be galvanised into creating a plan of sustainable land
use for the area. Natural Light Films is also considering ways of directly assisting in the conservation of the area
through funding or material support.
Threats to Natron's ecosystem and community:

• A proposal to mine Lake Natron for soda ash and phosphate. This would damage the lake's delicate ecological
balance, in all probability disturbing crucial flamingo breeding grounds. In addition, there may well be a massive influx
of people into this fragile ecosystem, with likely adverse effects on the Maasai culture.

C O N S E R V AT I O N

• The Kenyan government is proposing a hydro-electric dam in Ewaso Ngiro to the north of Natron. This would be
disastrous for the lake as its ecology would be permanently altered. Agricultural chemicals and fertilisers would
pollute the lake. This has happened in other East African lakes with disastrous consequences to flamingo populations.
• Unplanned tourism development is increasing. For many years the area was visited only by the most intrepid of
tourists. Recently, however, visitor numbers have increased dramatically, including many large groups of backpackers who access the area en masse in heavy trucks. These trucks cause substantial and lasting damage to the
grasslands; the earth is now serrated by as many as two-dozen tracks along the same route. Furthermore, there is
no restriction on access to the lake shore, leaving flamingo breeding colonies open to harassment by hikers and
vehicles. Currently, there are three campsites and one tented camp serving the area. But lack of planning controls
may result in the over-development of tourist facilities, or the development of facilities that are neither eco-friendly nor
of benefit to the local community. Many of these dangers can be avoided if a proper plan of sustainable use is implemented.
Bringing public awareness to the area:

The film's theme supports conservation by encouraging public appreciation of pristine, wild areas. In highlighting the
exceptional qualities, beauty and importance of the Lake Natron area, the film is likely to prompt conservation
organisations, local communities and the government of Tanzania to work together and prioritise increased protection of
the area. We would like to harness the international interest generated by DREAMSCAPE to establish a trust to ensure
long-term protection of Lake Natron.
Supporting research:

Natural Light Films would like to support specific research into flamingo populations. Such sponsorship will be done
only with backing from, and in partnership with, respected conservation organisations. Support might be in the form of
direct financial contributions or by means of logistical assistance.
Friends of the Earth, the World Wildlife Fund, The Frankfurt Zoological Society, and the International Flamingo Foundation
will be included on the target list for endorsement of the film and any proposed projects.

Beyond Lake Natron:

Although DREAMSCAPE will focus primarily on the flamingos of Lake Natron, it will also have a beneficial ripple-on effect
for conservation throughout East Africa. In addition, nearby lakes Manyara, Bogoria and Nakuru – important flamingo
habitats – will feature in the film. They too face significant threats from pollution and encroachment.

Natural Light Films is dedicated to the promotion
of ecological values. We would like to enter into
discussion with investors and conservation groups
and explore the potential for DREAMSCAPE to
support specific conservation projects in Africa.

It is very difficult to accurately predict a films performance in a global market place. Who would have thought a group
of penguins would topple Tom Cruise in theatres across America this summer to become the second highest grossing
documentary feature of all time? Yet, Natural Light Films has been carefully watching shifts in the marketplace over the
past four years; in our view, it's not surprising that a specialist film like March of the Penguins has achieved such success.
The specialist film market is far from saturated. Only a few feature-length documentaries are released each year, and
these are eagerly consumed by the public, both at the box office and in the DVD marketplace. We believe that this
appetite for such educational, experiential film productions is being driven mainly by a decline in the quality and the
clichéd formats of Natural History programming on television.
The success of certain individual films seems to spur on the success of similar films as consumers continue to
discover this “new” genre. Of course, the genre is not new: IMAX has reaped millions over the past two decades
from big screen nature spectaculars. The demand is broadening from this small niche to the local cinema. From the
release of Microcosmos in 1996 to the current box office success of March of the Penguins, we see a steady upward
growth in popularity.
In addition, improved home entertainment systems make home-viewing of high-quality productions more appealing. It is
generally agreed that consumers prefer to own DVD titles like Microcosmos or Winged Migration rather than rent
because of their “evergreen” quality. Likened to coffee-table books, these are attractive titles that consumers enjoy
displaying and reviewing on repeated occasions.

(continued)

THE MARKET

“ Nobody knows anything ”
William Goldman on predicting a film's
performance in the box office.

COMPARISON FILMS:
The following films were selected for comparison specifically because of their direct similarity to DREAMSCAPE in terms
of narrative, genre or subject matter.
Microcosmos (1996): A documentary of insect life in a French meadow using close-ups and time-lapse photography.
This intimate portrait includes bees collecting nectar, ladybirds eating mites, and slugs apparently “dancing.” Its budget
of US$4,250,000 is similar to DREAMSCAPE's.
Winged Migration (2001): This 2002 Academy Award nominee for Best Documentary made by Academy Award
nominated director Jacques Perrin followed migrating birds through forty countries. Using planes, gliders, helicopters,
balloons and micro-lights, the filmmakers captured spectacular footage of birds in flight and in remote locations.
Loosely narrated, Winged Migration featured beautiful images set to music.
Deep Blue (2004): Filmed over three years in locations including Bermuda, the Azores, and the Cayman Islands, this
documentary focuses on various aspects of undersea life, with stunning visuals from the ocean floor and a lush score
by five-time Oscar nominee George Fenton.
March of the Penguins (2005): An amateur filmmaker's passionate effort was seamlessly blended with library
footage by National Geographic Features, resulting in a runaway financial success. The public fell in love with the life
and death struggle of these anthropomorphised birds, making it the second highest grossing documentary of all time.
IMAX - Galapagos (1999): Part adventure, part scientific expedition, part personal quest, and part fantastic
voyage, this unprecedented film shares the journey of a marine biologist to these famous islands. An amazingly
immersive cinematic experience, Galapagos delves deep into the largely unknown waters surrounding the volcanic
archipelago to explore the natural wonders of a realm that is truly a living natural science laboratory.
IMAX - Bugs! (2003) Highlighting the extraordinary world of insects, Bugs! focuses on the life cycles of a praying
mantis and a butterfly from their birth to their inevitable demise in the tropical rainforests of Southeast Asia. More than
40 tropical insects are featured, captured in minute detail for the first time in 3D Large Format.
(continued)

THE MARKET

COMPARISON FILMS: DOCUMENTARY FEATURES
(figures in US dollars)
Title

Year

Budget

Winged Migration

2001

–

Deep Blue

2004

5,000,000

March of the Penguins

2005

8,000,000

Galapagos (IMAX)

1999

–

Bugs (IMAX)

2003

–

Microcosmos

1996

4,000,000

THE MARKET
Box Office
USA

Total Box Office
(select territories only)

10,764,402
Sony Classics

30,699,124

1,433,210
Miramax

132,261
Miramax

18,223,636

14,522,529

74,515,363
Warner Independent

87,938,804

16,454,988
Giant Screen Bugs

25,486,630

15,167,840
Mandalay

22,617,480
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“We shall not cease

from exploration

And the end of all our exploring

Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place
TS Eliot

for the first time.”
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